DBMNE0481 - OPEN MARKET (SPOT) FUEL BUNKERING SERVICES TO DEBMARINE NAMIBIA FLEET – OFFSHORE AND IN-PORT

DESCRIPTION:
Debmarine Namibia seeks the services of an experienced Service Provider with the technical and commercial capability to provide open market offshore bunkering services and associated logistics on a spot basis for the period of 1 January 2024 to 30 June 2024.
The Bidder shall be required to provide the services to Debmarine Namibia’s fleet of seven vessels and/or any other vessels chartered or owned by the Company.

SPECIFICATION:
1. Tanker capacity minimum 5000 MT.
2. Tanker to maintain position during refueling at sea preferably a DP1 Tanker.
3. Certified 4-inch bunker hose with a dry break quick coupler; Tanker should be able to deliver a minimum of 200 m3/hour.
5. MGO supplied to be compliant as per MARPOL Annexure VI. Sulphur content must be less than 500 ppm.

MANDATORY DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED:
1. Comprehensive business profile, years of experience related to bunkering business, and organogram.
2. Two references for offshore bunkering.
3. Valid class certification of the tanker.
4. Valid SIRE report.
5. Provide proof of bid tanker oil spill insurance – Bunker insurance, CLC, and P&I cover.
7. Confirmation of origin of fuel (geographical location).
8. Tanker specifications (Q88).
9. Tanker – provide proof of ownership – if chartered provide confirmation of charter.
10. Copies of Environmental policies and or Environmental compliance documentation.

CLOSING DATE:
Registered businesses interested in providing such services are requested to submit the business profiles with reference number DBMNE0492 - OPEN MARKET (SPOT) FUEL BUNKERING SERVICES TO DBMN FLEET – OFFSHORE AND IN-PORT by 27 October 2023 at 12H00.

SUBMIT ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT:
Email Address: bunker.tender@debeersgroup.com in PDF
Subject line: DBMNE0481 - OPEN MARKET (SPOT) FUEL BUNKERING SERVICES TO DBMN FLEET – OFFSHORE AND IN-PORT

ENQUIRIES:
The Procurement Officer
Tel: +264 61 297 8481
Email: tenderenquiries@debmarine.com
Subject line: DBMNE0481 - OPEN MARKET (SPOT) FUEL BUNKERING SERVICES TO DBMN FLEET – OFFSHORE AND IN-PORT

DISCLAIMER:
Debmarine Namibia shall not be responsible for any costs incurred in the preparation and submission of a response to this Expression of Interest and furthermore reserves the right not to extend this Expression of Interest into any future tenders, negotiations and/or engagements.
Debmarine Namibia will not accept submissions rendered after the closing date and time.